
Report- Mathletics-2022 

Delhi Public School, Sector 45, Gurgaon, hosted an Inter-School Mathematics Festival,  ‘Mathletics-2022’, on 

Friday,  25th November 2022. The event was organised by the student-led club, Pi Squad, to provide a platform 

for young mathematicians to discover and nurture mathematical talent through collaboration and communication. 

About 200 participants from 13 schools participated in the event. 

The inaugural function commenced with the felicitation of the Chief Guest, Ms Anita Makkar, Principal, The 

HDFC School, Parent Representatives, and Alumni by the Director Principal, Ms Aditi Misra. She welcomed the 

distinguished guests,  judges,  teacher in charges and  students of the participating schools. She stated that each 

student present at the event was a winner since they were selected to represent their school. She was hopeful that 

the participants would avail this opportunity to learn from each other and make new friends. She declared the  

Inter-School Mathletics 2022 Fest open. 

The Chief Guest, Ms Anita Makkar, thanked the school for inviting her and giving Mathematics its due 

importance. She further stated that developing mathematical knowledge in this technologically driven era will 

help students enhance their thinking and problem-solving skills. 

The school choir and the dance performers set the mood of the Festival through their mesmerising performances, 

showcasing how mathematics has a symbolic significance in connecting people and marching forward towards a 

common goal.  

 Competitions such as Dance to Infinity, Math Sprint- Math Quiz, Inte-create-Model Making, Math in Action- 

Mathematical Modelling and The Rational 1’s- Role play on Mathematicians marked the Festival. Role-play on 

'Math in my Profession’ and a rap song on Mathematics added flavour to the event. 

The Valedictory Ceremony commenced with Ms Misra applauding the participants for their enthusiastic efforts 

and awarding the winners of various competitions. The overall winner trophy was awarded to Amity 

International School, Sector 43 Gurgaon. Ms Neeru Aggarwal, Mentor Mathematics, DPS Gurgaon, proposed the 

vote of thanks. 

 


